
Escape with Passport™
A revolutionary workout experience comes standard.
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What if you could run 
through your favorite exot-
ic destination, any time you 
stepped on your training 
machines? With the Virtual 
Active™-enabled Passport™ 
system, you can. 



Incline Interactive
You’ll feel gradual terrain changes under your feet as you make 
your way through your destination.

fitVISTA™ Heads Up Display
With Passport™, there’s no need to keep your head down to track your progress. With the 
fitVISTA™ Heads Up Display, your workout stats are projected onto your existing television 
screen over your Virtual Active™ video or Passport Cinema™ media content.
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Passport Cinema™
Passport Cinema™ allows you to take advantage of the fitVISTA™ Heads Up Display while 
watching your favorite programming. Simply download your show or movie onto the 
included USB, plug it in, and you’ll see all of your workout feedback with your favorite 
programs.

When your fitness equipment is enabled with Passport™, you’re enabled 
to escape the confines of an ordinary workout, and everything becomes 
better. Experience Passport™ and see where it takes you.

With Virtual Active™, you can run or walk through your destination as 
dynamic, high definition video content is displayed on your television. 
The experience is further brought to life as you feel gradual terrain 
changes under your feet as you go up and down hills or stairs; and as 
you hear the ambient sounds of your destination through your speakers 
or headphones.

Passport™ featuring Virtual Active™ offers an escape unlike anything else 
available today.

Speed Interactive
Your video is truly immersive. As you speed up or slow down, so will the 
rate at which your video playback is displayed.

Passport™ Featuring Virtual Active™ – What It Does



Passport™ Featuring Virtual Active™ – What It Includes
› Remote Control
› USB Stick
› RCA Cable
› Power Adaptor
› Owner’s Guide

Passport™ USB comes loaded with two 
existing VA videos, Northern Italy and 
American Southwest.
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Passport™ Featuring Virtual Active™ – How It Works
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Follow the menu prompts to run through 
the included destinations.

Insert Passport™ USB stick into the player.Connect Passport™ Player to your TV 
using the included video cables. Connect 
power adaptor to player and power outlet.
Follow menu options to sync player.
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